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Abstract. The comparison of bilateral mammogram images is impor-
tant for finding masses especially in dense breasts. However, most exist-
ing mammogram mass detection algorithms only considered unilateral
image. In this paper, we propose a deep model called contrasted bilat-
eral network (CBN) to take bilateral information into consideration. In
CBN, Mask R-CNN is used as a basic framework, upon which two major
modules are developed to exploit the bilateral information: distortion
insensitive comparison module and logic guided bilateral module. The
former one is designed to be robust to nonrigid distortion of bilateral
registration, while the latter one integrates the bilateral domain knowl-
edge of radiologist. Experimental results on DDSM dataset demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm achieves the state-of-the-art performance.

Keywords: Mammogram mass · Object detection · Domain
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1 Introduction

Breast cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths among women worldwide
[12]. Early detection and diagnosis is the key to reduce the death rate of breast
cancer. Breast mass is one of the most common signs of early breast cancer. Spe-
cially, masses differ in shapes, margins, sizes, location and backgrounds. More-
over, in dense breasts, masses may be partially obscured by the gland. Thus,
mass detection remains a challenge for both radiologists and Computer-aided
detection (CAD) system.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of identifying masses in mammogram images. (a) and (b) are
sampled from DDSM dataset. The mass in (a) is hard to notice with only one lateral
image, but obviously asymmetric with the corresponding region in the contralateral
image. (b) shows the region may be misclassified as a mass on account of clear bound-
aries, while the contralateral image presents that both sides are highly symmetrical.

Bilateral information is regarded as important domain knowledge in mass
detection. In standard mammographic screening, X-ray images are captured from
both two breasts. For each breast, two mammographic views (cranio-caudal and
mediolateral oblique views) are taken. Compared with other medical imaging
methods, the key factor that disrupts the mammogram reading is the extremely
varied glands with high intensity in the background. It is known that both breasts
of the same patient tend to have a high degree of symmetry. Radiologists usually
take two steps to identify masses. First is to find suspicious regions in one lat-
erality by the details such as texture, shape, margin, location and so on. Then,
the symmetric regions in the contralateral image are referred to for further anal-
ysis. Figure 1 illustrates the significance of referring to bilateral mammogram
images. The mass on Fig. 1(a) is hard to notice with only one lateral image due
to interruption of complex gland background. If compared with corresponding
region in the contralateral image, the mass can be clearly distinguished since it is
asymmetric. As a result, bilateral information helps to improve sensitivity. The
region on Fig. 1(b) may be misclassified as a mass on account of clear boundaries
and textures, while the contralateral image presents that both sides are highly
symmetrical. Consequently, the bilateral analysis helps to remove false positives.

Previous works achieve competitive good performance on mass detection.
Tai et al. [13] designed an automated mass detection system based on complex
handcrafted texture features. Ribli et al. [11] attempted to adopt Faster-CNN
to detect mammogram masses. However, these approaches only use unilateral
image, while bilateral mammogram images containing rich domain knowledge
are not explicitly considered.

In this paper, a deep network called contrasted bilateral network (CBN) is
proposed for automated mammogram mass detection. Motivated by the domain
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knowledge that radiologists read mammogram images, we integrate the bilateral
information to the model explicitly, and tackle two important problems along
the way. To find the corresponding region in the contralateral image, image reg-
istration as an image-level solution is firstly applied to map bilateral images into
one coordinate system. Moreover, distortion insensitive comparison module is
specially designed to tolerate nonrigid distortion of bilateral images. To further
boost the performance, we analyze the inherent logic and constraints of the way
that radiologists read images, and propose logic guided bilateral module. The
overall pipeline can be integrated smoothly to Mask R-CNN framework and
trained end-to-end. Experimental results on DDSM public dataset [5] demon-
strate that the proposed algorithm has achieved state-of-the art performance.

2 Related Work

The mammogram mass detection methods can be coarsely classified into two
categories.

One is traditional methods which use handcrafted features and structures [9].
Tai et al. [13] designed an automated mass detection system based on complex
handcrafted texture features. However, the model performance is still limited due
to a lack of representation ability. Diniz et al. [2] attempted to generate proposals
by residuals between bilateral images and cascade a classifier to reduce false
positives. However, the model cannot be trained end-to-end, namely, the whole
pipeline may not be fully optimized since components were separately trained
and tuned. Meanwhile, these methods may suffer difficulty in localization, as no
refinement on patch proposals is taken in the classification stage.

Another is deep learning based methods. Ribli et al. [11] attempted to adopt
Faster-CNN to detect mammogram masses. Jung et al. [6] proposed a mass
detection model based on RetinaNet [7] and achieved comparable or better per-
formance on public and in-house datasets. Dhungel et al. [1] detected mass using
cascaded deep learning and random forests. Deep learning based methods is
powerful, and can learn to extract features automatically. However, the bilateral
property regarded as an important domain knowledge, is not explicitly modeled
in the model.

3 Methodology

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the CBN uses the state-of-the-art object detection model
Mask R-CNN [3] as a basic framework. In order to benefit from bilateral informa-
tion, we have to address two major concerns: (1) Where to find the corresponding
region in the contralateral image? (2) How to contrast the bilateral images?

We tackle the first problem by image pre-processing and distortion insensi-
tive comparison module in CBN. Meanwhile, the logic guided bilateral module
is designed to deal with the second problem. In the following subsections, we
describe each step of our approach in detail.
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3.1 Pre-processing with Coarse Alignment

We coarsely align the bilateral images via image registration method. It trans-
forms the bilateral images into one coordinate system, in which we can com-
pare the corresponding background surrounding masses. It consists of two major
steps:

Fig. 2. The architecture of contrasted bilateral network. Bilateral images are coarsely
aligned by method in Sect. 3.1. The distortion insensitive comparison module takes
ROI aligned features to resist geometric variances, and logic guided bilateral module
integrates inherent logic of radiologists reading mammogram images.

Segmentation. Firstly, we performs threshold operation to source image to get
breast pre-segment. To reduce the computation cost, the pre-segment mask is
zoomed out to one tenth of the original size. Next, we pad three sides of the
zoom-out mask (except the side that the breast locate at), and run the flood fill
algorithm with seeds starting at the opposite side of the breast. Finally, mor-
phological operations are also used to remove burrs and smooth the boundary.

Image Alignment. After performing breast segmentation on bilateral images,
we can firstly get the segments of the breasts. Spontaneously, we crop and get
breast regions. Lastly, the contralateral image is zoomed to the same size as the
examined image and horizontally flipped.

3.2 Distortion Insensitive Comparison

Coarse alignment in Sect. 3.1 provides an image-level correspondence. How-
ever, the geometric deformation is inevitable mainly due to the distortion of
the objects and systematic error by image registration method. As a result, it
requires the proposed model to tolerate the geometric deformation.
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It is intuitive to concatenate the bilateral backbone features and stack con-
volutional layers on top of them to learn the comparison. However, this kind of
method only provides a pix-level correspondence, which is sensitive to geometric
variances. Geometric deformation issue remains unsolved.

The key high-level spirit of our distortion insensitive comparison mechanism
is to summarize the spatial information of the proposal features. Specifically,
proposal-level geometric representations are offered by region proposal network
(RPN). RPN filters the backbone features and predicts region proposals with
a wide range of scales and aspect ratios. ROI align computes the exact values
of the input features at four regularly sampled locations in each ROI bin, and
aggregates the result [3]. After ROI align operation, the spatial information is
abstracted. Naturally, it’s less sensitive to the geometric variances. The distortion
insensitive comparison module takes ROI features as input. This connection
mode is our particular design to tolerate the geometric variances implicitly.

3.3 Logic Guided Bilateral Module

How to effectively contrast bilateral images? We analyze the inherent logic of
the way that radiologists read mammogram images, and conclude the different
operations under various circumstances. Let fe, fc ∈ RC×WH denote the cor-
responding region features extracted from the examined breast image and the
contralateral image, where C, W and H indicate the channel, spatial width and
height of the ROI region. We label l∗ = 1 as a mass region and l∗ = 0 as a normal
region, where ∗ ∈ {e, c}. As shown on Table 1, mass identifying situation anal-
ysis and corresponding operations are summarized. “attenuate” and “enhance”
mean that fe should be attenuated or enhanced if given bilateral information,
while “ignore” means that our model should ignore fc signal and focus on fe
only. The table provides a high-level abstraction, and guide the way for the logic
guided bilateral design.

Table 1. Mass identifying situation analysis of bilateral images.

fe fc Operation

0 0 attenuate

1 0 enhance

0 1 ignore

1 1 ignore

Here, we propose an instantiation of analysis above and denote:

gate(x) = σ(wTx) (1)

σ(y) =
1

1 + e−y
(2)
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Where x ∈ Rn denotes input variable, n denotes dimension, and w is learn-
able weights, σ refers to sigmoid function. Naturally, the situations can be sim-
ulated in the following form:

f∗
e = gate(wT

e fe) · fe (3)

f∗
c = gate(wT

c fc) · fc (4)

fo = tanh(wT
o [f∗

e , f∗
c ]) (5)

Where we, wc and wo are learnable parameters, and · indicates element-wise
product. f∗

e and f∗
c aim to learn the changing according to different situations,

while fo learns to fuse the features. Figure 2 illustrates the detailed connection
mode.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Baselines

We conduct our experiment on the public dataset DDSM [5]. Other datasets
[8] are not considered for either insufficient bilateral images or limited mass
instances to train deep models. There are 2620 cases in DDSM dataset. The
dataset is randomly divided into training, validation and testing sets by 8:1:1.

Faster R-CNN [10] is a solid baseline on object detection task. To exploit
the mask supervision for enhanced localization performance, we also employ the
Mask R-CNN [3] as a baseline, which is one of the state-of-the art methods on
object detection and instance segmentation. ResNet50 [4] is used as the back-
bone.

Table 2. Proposal evaluations on DDSM dataset (%).

Method R@0.50 R@1.00 R@2.00 R@3.00 R@4.00

Faster R-CNN 66.10 72.46 78.39 80.50 83.05

Mask R-CNN 64.41 74.58 81.78 85.59 86.86

CBN 69.07 78.81 85.59 87.71 88.98

4.2 Performance

The performance is evaluated by the recalls at k false positives per image, which
is simplified as R@k, where k ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4} for all models. The mass is recalled
if the IOU (Intersection over Union) is above 0.2 with ground truth bounding
box [1].
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The detection results are shown in Table 2. We can see that our proposed
model outperforms both baseline models. Besides, we visually compare results to
indicate how CBN can benefit from bilateral information. As shown in Fig. 3, we
can conclude that: (1) CBN effectively improves the sensitivity and localization
ability (the first and second rows). (2) The false positives can be reduced by
comparing the symmetric regions on bilateral images (the last row).

Fig. 3. Detection results of CBN. Each row shows a case from DDSM dataset. Column
(a)–(c) refer to examined image, contralateral image and ground truth image. Column
(d)–(e) present corresponding results by Mask-RCNN and CBN.

Table 3. Ablation study on DDSM dataset (%).

Method R@0.50 R@1.00 R@2.00 R@3.00 R@4.00

Naive FeatCat 63.98 77.54 83.47 86.44 88.14

CBN w/o LGBM 65.22 75.22 84.48 86.96 88.70

CBN 69.07 78.81 85.59 87.71 88.98

4.3 Ablation Study

Ablation study is conducted to verify the effectiveness of each module in CBN.
As shown in Table 3, we present two variances of CBN: “Naive FeatCat” that
directly concatenates the bilateral backbone features before ROI align, “CBN
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w/o LGBM” that removes logic guided bilateral module of CBN and directly
concatenates ROI aligned features, and “CBN” which indicates our proposed
model. We draw following conclusions from the results: (1) Feature comparison
after the ROI align produces more reliable results; (2) Logic guided bilateral
module effectively improves the detection performance.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

Mammogram mass detection is essentially important to early diagnosis of breast
cancer. Bilateral information regarded as expert knowledge from radiologists
facilitates mass detection task. In this paper, we propose contrasted bilateral
network for mammogram mass detection. Geometric consistency issues such as
alignment and distortion are explicitly modeled in our approach. Further more,
we analyze the inherent logic and propose logic guided bilateral module to boost
the performance. Experiment results on DDSM dataset have demonstrated that
the proposed method achieves state-of-the-art performance.

Future work will include: (1) integrating multi-view (MLO view and CC view)
domain knowledge to the model; (2) exploring more powerful implementation of
contrasted modeling.
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